Mission: Our Why, our Fundamental Purpose-
Together We Make The Difference!

Vision: Our What, our Compelling Future-
To ensure that every student enters with a promise
and exits with a purpose.

Guiding Principles: Our How, our Faculty Collective Commitments-
We have established these guiding principles as a basis for our collective expectations as teachers and professionals at Klein High School. They represent the vital adult behaviors that we have collectively committed to in an effort to achieve our school vision.

★ We will model #Klein5 values in all interactions with students, staff, and the community.
★ We will hold high expectations for student achievement and character by guiding students to make responsible choices for their lives and the learning process.
★ We will establish a safe environment where students feel loved, respected, and a part of a trusting community.
★ We will treat all students as we would want our own children to be treated.
★ We will come prepared for our day and deliver quality initial instruction.
★ We will embrace cultural, social, and academic diversity in our classrooms and connect instruction to real-life application for students.
★ We will communicate and collaborate effectively with staff, students, parents, and the community.
★ We will model the importance of life-long learning through our own ongoing professional development.
★ We will encourage students to be actively involved in their community.
★ We will never forget why we are here: our passion for student success and ensuring that EVERY student enters with a promise and exits with a purpose.

Core Values: Our School Wide Beliefs, our Unwavering Guide for Everyday Success-
#Klein5: Empathy ★ Gratitude ★ Integrity ★ Perseverance ★ Service

Klein High Website: http://kleinhs.kleinisd.net/ ● @KleinHigh ● Promise2Purpose Website: http://https://www.vision.kleinisd.net/
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